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Seafarer

Seafarers are central to the national
economy, with shipping accounting for
95% by volume and 75% by value of the
UK’s international trade every year. 21
million passengers were carried in 2015
on international short sea ferry journeys
from or to UK ports, more than the
number of passengers that used the
Channel Tunnel last year and not much
below the total number
of passengers carried
each year by the entire
international cruise
industry which has
grown 21% in the last
five years.

Unregulated
competition and the
growth of Flags of
Convenience over the
last 30 years have seen
UK seafarers in the

merchant navy steadily replaced by non-
UK seafarers, on lower rates of pay. In the
early 1980s there were 30,000 UK ratings
in the Merchant Navy. We were down to
8,830 by June 2015 and this does not
account for the job losses and social
dumping on Offshore Supply Vessels in
the North Sea since then.

Overall 50% of UK ratings today are
aged over 40 years but
that figure rises
dramatically in deck
and engine to 74% and
76% respectively. 66%
of General Purpose
ratings are aged over
40 years. The overall
figure is driven down
by Catering &
Hotel/OBS ratings,
only 38% are aged 40
or over and they

Stopping the rot –
Save Our Seafarers
SOS2020
The union is stepping up
the fight for the future of
our seafarers with the
new campaign SOS2020.
The year 2020 was
selected as this is when
thousands of the UK
ratings working today will
retire and the government
cannot let the industry get
away with engineering the
extinction of UK ratings, from which they would stand
to profit says Steve Todd, National Secretary RMT
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account for over half of all UK ratings.
The union has not been idle in the

face of this decline. As well as fighting for
improved equality and employment
protections that would block employers
from discriminating against foreign crews
through lower pay, we constantly impress
upon industry and government the need
to increase jobs and training for UK
ratings. This has secured reform of the
Tonnage Tax to include ratings and the
government continues to provide funding
through the SMarT scheme to train UK
ratings. But industry is resisting these
opportunities to train UK ratings, whilst
benefiting from the Tonnage Tax to the
tune of millions every year and by over
£1.6 billion in total to date. We have been
clear in our demand from government –
get a better deal from Tonnage Tax
shipowners for UK seafarers and the
national economy.

International maritime trade is
expected to double over the next 20 years,
especially on Pacific Ocean routes. This
increase will absorb a lot of the current
global surplus of 119,000 ratings and the
SOS2020 campaign will demand that
government tells the shipping industry to
dramatically increase the number of
trainee ratings. They should not need to
be told that this measure is desperately
needed, as well as clearly being in our
national interest but the RMT will keep
telling it like it is until the decline in UK
ratings is reversed.

The SOS2020 campaign unifies all the
union’s areas of political activity in the
shipping industry, from the fight to apply
the protections of the National Minimum
Wage to the demand for seafarer health
and safety reps to be afforded the same
statutory rights as their onshore
colleagues. RMT will step up the fight
against employers that exploit foreign
seafarers and discriminate against UK
seafarers. Companies like Seatruck,
profiting from public contracts whilst
paying seafarers under £5 per hour,
undermining collectively bargained rates
of pay and excluding local seafarers.
Companies like Irish

Ferries, paying out £16m dividends to
private shareholders off the backs of
seafarers paid below the UK and Irish
minimum wages. And companies like
Stena, DFDS and P&O, claiming to be
committed to UK and Irish seafarers
whilst practising social dumping.

The government’s policy is to double
the number of ships on the UK Register
by 2020 and it has a strategy for maritime
growth in place which emphasises
seafarer training. The SOS2020 campaign
will capitalise on these policies by
demanding that growth in the UK

Register and the appeal of the Tonnage
Tax to shipowners result in more jobs and
training on those vessels for UK seafarers.

We will also use reform of government
support for maritime training to argue for
full take up by industry of the annual
allocation (c£100,000) for ratings training
and then for an increase in that
allocation.

The successful campaign to defend
CalMac ferries from privatisation is a
beacon of light in the UK shipping
industry and through the SOS2020

campaign the union is determined to
replicate that success, in the form of more
jobs and training for UK seafarers in a safer
and better regulated maritime industry.

The date and location for the official
launch of SOS2020 will be announced
and circulated shortly. RMT seafarers will
be at the forefront of the union’s
campaigning in the years to 2020 as we
fight for the future of UK seafaring and to
keep that work alive in our seafaring
communities and for the country as a
whole.
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Editorial 
Welcome to this second issue of RMT’s Seafarer “e-
magazine”

After our recent launch publication you can see that we are now really
hitting our stride with a broad range of issues  from across the industry being
addressed. I want to thank all those who have contributed so far and who have
been instrumental in helping us get this important project off the ground.

Our major focus now is the launch of our Save Our Seafarers “SOS2020”
campaign. This initiative is designed to raise the plight of our maritime
industry, and the repeated attacks on the workforce, right up the political
agenda in a campaign that we can take out onto the streets and into our
communities.

The union is wholly committed to making this campaign a success and we
know how important it is that we draw in support from right across the labour
and trade union movement. We need that collective strength behind us and we
are working on all available fronts to make that happen.

In this magazine we outline the hard facts about just how our maritime
industry faces being run into the ground between now and 2020 through a

combination of demographics, a lack of planning
and investment and a wilful bending of every rule
in the book to undermine pay and conditions and
extend the scourge of social dumping.

I know that our members will step up to the
plate and play their part in building the S0S2020
campaign and in building and strengthening our
presence in the workplace. Solidarity, organisation
and resilience remain key in the battles that we
know lie ahead.
Mick Cash, General Secretary RMT



The 2016 Biennial Maritime
Industrial Organising Conference was
held in Dover on the 11th,12th and
13th of May, the conference was well
attended with some very good debate
and guest speakers. Conference passed
12 diverse resolutions ranging from
Mental health awareness, agreed Roster
patterns in the UK ferry Sector,
Training, Social Dumping in the
Maritime Industry through to Morning
Star digital subscription.

Conference also celebrated the 50th
anniversary of the 1966 Seaman’s strike
with the launch of the booklet ‘Turning
the Tide’ written by Jim Jump the former
Editor of the Seaman the NUS newspaper.

Brother Brian Reynolds of Glasgow
shipping was elected by the delegates to
take the Chair and keep order though out
the conference. 

All the resolutions that were past have
been placed before the NEC and the
liaison committee met on the 26th of July
to discuss how they wish to proceed with
the resolutions. 

Amongst the other speakers were Ian
Mearns the Chair of the RMT
parliamentary group who spoke on the
work the group are doing against social
dumping and to promote UK and Irish
Seafarers and ratings training. The
General Secretary, Mick Cash gave a full
over view of where we are as a Union.
Sean Hoyle the RMT President and a
Docker spoke on the new Full time NEC
and the role that the Maritime members
have taken and in his words are
“punching well above their weight”.

Garry Hassel came and addressed
conference in regards Health and Safety
in the Maritime sector and the work that
had been achieved on the ‘Code of Safe
Working Practices working group’

The National Secretary Steve Todd
Gave a full and comprehensive report on
what has happened since the last BGM
meeting in Glasgow in 2014 and the
battles that lay ahead.

Assistant National Secretary Mark
Carden gave a briefing on the Save our
Seafarers camping currently being put

together in line with the 2015 AGM
resolution.

Darren Procter ITF Inspector and
RMT Member gave an in depth report on
the work our ITF inspectors do around
the UK and Irish coast and highlighted
the conditions they encounter on a daily
basis when inspecting vessels flying flags
of convenience.

On Friday morning Jim Jump
addressed conference and gave a fantastic
speech on the 1966 strike and his time
working for the NUS and as the editor of
the Seaman.

The conference then closed.

We would like to thank Dover
Shipping Branch and its members for
putting on a great conference, the next
BGM venue will be agreed at the next
meeting of the BGM liaison Committee in
early 2017.
The resolutions and the decisions agreed
follow.

AGREED ROSTER
PATTERNS UK FERRY
SECTOR (SH/8/1)

Resolution
“That roster patterns around the coast are
covered within the Terms and Conditions
these are being flaunted in many of the
sectors we represent which is allowing the
exploitation of non UK and Irish seafarers.
Dover Shipping Branch call on this BGM
to ensure that the RMT enforce the
agreed roster patterns in the respective
sectors where we have the collective
bargaining agreements.
In doing this should a Company decide to
employ non UK and Irish seafarers then
they should work the agreed roster
pattern for the respective route.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We note that this item was referred to
the 2016 Annual General Meeting.”

2016 Biennial Maritime
Industrial Organising
Conference
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SEAFARER AWARENESS
COURSE (Policy/-)

Resolution
“Dover Shipping Branch calls upon this
BGM to reinvigorate the seafarer
awareness course that was rolled out in
2012 in Eastbourne.
This course successfully developed new
activists into shipboard representatives,
Health and Safety representatives, Branch
officials and executive members.
This course looked at employment
legislation for seafarers, maritime health
and safety, negotiating structures and
Union mechanics. This BGM endorses
that education of our seafarers is
paramount to our survival with constant
attacks in our sector and require the
education of new activists.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We instruct the General Secretary to re-
establish the “Seafarers Awareness
Course” in line with the resolution, as
soon as practically possible.
It is envisaged that the first course(s) will
be run at the Bob Crow National
Education Centre with further courses
offered regionally if the demand for these
courses is sufficient.
Further reports to be placed back before
this NEC no later than the 2016
December statutory meeting.”

MENTAL HEALTH
AWARENESS (HSR/1/19)

Resolution
“We Glasgow Shipping Branch instruct the
General Secretary to communicate with all
shipping Companies through the
recognized negotiating bodies to negotiate
policy and raise awareness of mental
health issues in the maritime industry.
This will be done to promote mental
wellbeing in the workplace and will be
achieved with the support of RMT”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We instruct the General Secretary to
write to all shipping companies where we
have recognition to highlight Mental
Health issues and the possible impact on
our members, and to request any existing
policies currently in place.  
We note that the inaugural Maritime
Mental Health awareness course is
scheduled to run at Caledonian
MacBrayne on the week commencing
24th October 2016, and further note the
high demand from our members wishing
to attend this course. This NEC believes

that this course, following a review,
should be rolled-out to all shipping
companies where we have members.
Furthermore, we instruct the General
Secretary to produce a briefing on Mental
Health Awareness and wellbeing for all
our lead officers and regional organisers
who have responsibility for shipping
grade member, and that this briefing is
presented and discussed at the next
officers meeting. In the event that
responses from shipping companies
demonstrate no policies, or inadequate
policies in respect to Mental Health
Awareness we instruct the General
Secretary to have this matter raised at all
negotiations with these companies. 
Further reports to be placed back before
this NEC no later than the 2016 December
Statutory meeting. Shipping Branches and
Regional Councils to be advised.”

BGM LIAISON
COMMITTEE (O/30/2)

Resolution
“This BGM instructs the National
Secretary to put in place a Liaison
Committee that will meet a minimum of
three times between each BGM within six
month intervals (minimum five months,
maximum seven months), meetings shall
take place at the National Education
Centre in Doncaster.
The Liaison Committee will be elected at
each BGM from the delegates present and
consist of a maximum of three delegates
who will be members of Branches in each
of the maritime National Executive
Committee regions.
Members of the Liaison Committee will
be paid expenses for authorised meetings
in accordance with Rule 14, Clause 26,
27, 29 and 30.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“That we refer this matter to our
Maritime Sub-Committee for further
consideration and report”

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
TO MORNING STAR
(Comms/-)

Resolution
“This BGM instructs the General
Secretary to negotiate a preferential rate
for multiple digital subscriptions for
shipping Branches to the Morning Star
that would allow Branches and members
to access the newspaper when hard
copies would not be otherwise available.
This would encourage Branches and
members who would not otherwise
purchase copies of the newspaper to
access the digital edition and promote the
use of digital communications in the
maritime industry where possible and
also increase circulation.
This resolution would supplement the
Glasgow Shipping Branch resolution to
the 2008 AGM “Support for the Morning
Star.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“In line with the resolution we instruct
the General Secretary to contact the
Morning Star to negotiate a preferential
rate for a digital multi-user subscription
for our shipping branches. 
Following successful conclusion of these
negotiations we instruct the General
Secretary to circulate the rates to all
shipping branches to enable them to
digitally subscribe to the ‘Morning
Star’.”
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CATERING TRAINEES
(S2/157/8)

Resolution
“Oban Shipping Branch applauds the
work put into securing deck and engine
room ratings trainees at Caledonian
MacBrayne and other shipping
Companies who have made the
commitment to train ratings. However,
more can be done throughout the
industry as a whole, especially in regards
catering rating trainees.
We therefore ask this BGM to support a
campaign to raise awareness in shipping
Companies and have the issue raised at
all talks with employers where we have
recognition asking they commit to the
training of rating from all rating grades.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“This NEC instructs the General
Secretary to prepare a press release for
maritime periodicals highlighting the
case for employing catering trainees (and
all ratings), and that as of April 2017 an
apprentice levy will be placed upon
employers with a pay-bill over £3 million
and the RMTs continued commitment to
rating training.
We also instruct the GS to prepare a
briefing note for all officers with Maritime
responsibilities in relation to maritime
apprenticeships to enable them to
encourage employers to commit to
employing trainees on high quality
apprenticeship schemes.”

SCOTTISH FERRIES
SERVICE TENDERING
PROCESS (S2/1)

Resolution
“Oban Shipping Branch acknowledges
that we are a matter of days away from
this BGM to finding out who is successful
in the tender process for the Clyde and
Hebridean Ferry Services contract.
We ask this BGM to support the motion
that no matter the winner the bidder in
this process that the RMT continue to
campaign for publicly owned ferry
services in Scotland both on the West
Coast and the Northern Isles and
continue to campaign against these
expensive and unnecessary tender
processes through whatever channels
possible and whatever means
necessary.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We note the resolution and the
sentiments therein. This NEC applauds

the work that was involved in the “Keep
Calmac Public” campaign and commits
to campaigning for publically owned ferry
services in Scotland via all channels,
including all political and industrial
avenues.”

REPRESENTATIVE PHOTO
ID CARDS FOR MARITIME
REPS (O/43/1)

Resolution
“We the North East Shipping/Offshore
Branch are concerned that our Maritime
representatives may not be able to gain
access to port facilities around the UK to
visit our members on different classes of
vessels, to represent them and to address
their concerns and issues. This due to the
fact that ISPS regulations mean anyone
visiting a vessel in port needs to produce
photo ID. This photo ID our
representatives do not have.
We would like to instruct the National
Executives as a matter of urgency to
initiate a program were all our Maritime
representatives are provided with photo
ID so as to gain access to UK ports and
represent members.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We instruct the General Secretary to
produce a specific Maritime
Representative’s Photo Identification (ID)
Card, in line with those Photo ID Cards
which the Union already produce for our
Health & Safety and Accredited Industrial
Representatives. “

MARITIME LABOUR
CONVENTION TRAINING
AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
(S11/3)

Resolution
“While carrying out ships visits on British
registered vessels it was noted that some
British crews were unaware of the
Maritime Labour Convention, its content
or its location on board their vessel.
We the North East Shipping/Offshore
Branch respectfully request the National
Executive to launch an information
campaign highlighting the importance of
the Maritime Labour Convention and for
RMT seafarers to understand their rights
under the convention.
Further to the campaign the Branch
believes it would be beneficial for RMT
Maritime reps to take part in Maritime
Labour Convention awareness training,
so as to have a better understanding and

be able to advise our members
accordingly.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“That we instruct the General Secretary
to incorporate all relevant training on the
Maritime Labour Convention 2006 (MLC
2006) into the Seafarers Awareness
Course. Furthermore, we instruct the
General Secretary to;
1. Produce a condensed user friendly

guide of the MLC 2006, applicable to
our members.

2. Once produced to make hard copies of
the guide available to Shipping
Branches, Shipping
Representatives/Activists, Regional
Offices and RMT Officers with
responsibility for shipping grade
members.

3. Make the guide available electronically
to all members via the RMT Website
and to advertise the guide, with
relevant link, via “The Seafarer”
eMagazine and the “RMT News”.

Shipping Branches and Regional
Councils to be informed.”

INTERPRETATIONS OF
RISK ASSESSMENTS AND
ENVIRONMENT
MONITORING (HSR/2/15)

Resolution
“This Biennial RMT Maritime Industrial
Organising Conference recognizes the
many risks faced by our members at work
on ships or in docks. New dangers are
being identified and the light touch
regulations and continued cutting back of
already business friendly MCA and HSE
inspectors has resulted in marine safety
reps being faced with bespoke risk
assessments carried out by a range of
contractors. These assessments can use
nonstandard language, measurements
and terms. They are commissioned by the
Employers and are often a case of ‘he
who pays the piper calls the tune’.
We call upon the National Executive
Committee to provide resources to
translate and cross reference relevant safe
exposure limits and give clear
interpretation of reports that are provided
by companies into language and
measurements that can be used by safety
reps and members to clearly identify
dangers to our members’ health.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“We note that this item was referred to
the 2016 Annual General Meeting.”
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NATIONAL FERRY PORT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
(S16/4)

Resolution
“This BGM recognises the difficulties in
past years in bringing port committee
representatives together but recognises
the spirit in which it was intended when
set up.

This BGM calls upon the National
Secretary to reinvigorate the Advisory
Committee to make it fully functional for
the benefit of our membership.
This BGM further notes that P & O
Portsmouth are no longer a constituent
and that this promotes an opportunity to
change the constitution. 
This BGM agrees that we should broaden
out the theme of the Advisory Committee
to all shipping port committees such as
PNTL and rename it the ‘National
Maritime Advisory Committee.’ In
changing the name of the Advisory
Committee the National Secretary should
work with those Regional
Organisers/Lead Officers responsible for
port committees to promote attendance
and make it a functional forum.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“This NEC notes the resolution and
instructs the General Secretary to consult
with all Branches who have Maritime
Grade members on the viability of a
“National Maritime Committee”.
This NEC proposes that the primary
focus of this forum will be on the
following key issues in the Maritime
sector;

1. Organising 
2. Recruitment and retention
3. Education
4. Networking & discussing best practice

across the industry.
All responses to be placed back before this
NEC no later than 14th October 2016.”

RECRUITMENT &
RETENTION
(MOM/ORG/RR)

Resolution
“This BGM recognises the importance of
recruitment and retention of our
members with docks and shipping as a
vital tool for strength within the
workplace. This BGM believes that our
records should indicate on which vessels
we have good membership levels and
which vessels we have poor membership
levels. We acknowledge that a well
organised workplace with high
membership levels gives our members
greater defence in attacks from the
employer, whilst low membership or
poorly organised workplaces especially in
the shipping industry weakens our
members defence in any attacks from the
employer.
In order to maximise our strength in the
workplace we need to determine regularly
if membership within the workplace is
increasing or decreasing and progress to
establish our presence where it has been
lacking in recent times. 
We call upon this BGM to ensure that
where possible every vessel in every
Company in which we have recognition
is mapped and monitored to determine
the level of membership both in numbers

and as a percentage and that this exercise
is carried out at least every 12 months on
every vessel with the coordination of
National Officers utilising the Union
mechanics. An annual report with
updates should also be circulated.
Furthermore these results should be
circulated with an attached report to
determine what action plans are being
put in place to improve membership
levels and address membership issues on
vessels. The content should then be
included in every future BGM going
forward.”

National Executive Committee
decision
“This NEC notes the sentiments of the
resolution and that recruitment,
retention and organisation of members is
the primary role and objective of each
Branch (Rule 10 Clause 3). In accordance
with the resolution we instruct the
General Secretary to;
1. Prepare a report annually of all our

seafarer membership to include a
report on the density of membership
in all shipping companies with which
we have recognition.

2. Arrange a visit to all Shipping
branches by the Organising Unit to
assist with mapping exercises and
offer training in recruitment and
retention as required.

3. To update the Maritime specific
recruitment material.

We also draw attention to the 2015 AGM
decision to launch a “Save Our Seafarers”
campaign which is due to be launched in
the very near future. Shipping Branches
and Regional Councils to be advised.”
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Joseph Carroll (Oban Shipping
Branch), after spending a lifetime at sea is
off to enjoy his well-earned retirement
(which may involve some high quality
small batch home-distilled vodka and
sunning it up in Turkey).

Best of wishes to Joe from all at the
RMT Family.

Joe is pictured onboard the MV
Finlaggan with Brian Reynolds (Calmac
Convenor) on his last trip.

On you go, Joe
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RMT President Sean Hoyle attended Aberdeen Shipping Branch to present 40 year
awards to Sam Walls and Robert Graham.  Sean says “I am always delighted to present
these awards as without members we have no union.  I also wish to thank Scott Agnew
[Branch Secretary] for the invitation and also put on record that he has worked hard to
get the Branch organised”

Also in the photo is Paul Shaw [NEC] and Jake Molloy [Regional Organiser].

Spotted
onboard

These pictures were submitted by
Crawford Duncan, SCR, Calmac onboard
the MV Loch Seaforth.  The pictures show
Crawford with actor Robson Green and
Scotland Football Manager Gordon
Strachan.  

Seen anyone famous on-board, or
carried unusual cargo submit your
pictures theseafarer@rmt.org.uk and we
will endeavour to publish them.

Aberdeen Long Service
Awards

Long term RMT member Michael
(Minty) Evans from Dover Shipping
Branch has been a member of the
NUS/RMT for over 44 years he joined a in
NUS in 1972 . Minty as he is more
commonly known as by his ship mates is
a Deck Petty Officer on the P&O Ferries
Vessel Pride of Canterbury in Dover. At 59
Minty is a keen Caravan enthusiast and
walker here he is pictured up at the
summit of Ben Nevis in Scotland in his
Dover Shipping Hoodie and RMT Hat.

Still going
strong



RMT Parliamentary Group Convener
Ian Mearns, MP for Gateshead, tabled an
Early Day Motion (EDM) on 15th June
2016 to highlight the Government’s
failure to prevent job losses amongst UK
seafarers on offshore supply vessels
(OSVs) and that in some cases UK crews
on OSVs are been replaced with low-cost
seafarers on “scandalous” rates of pay as
low as £2 per hour – some 70% below the

value of the National
Living Wage. The RMT
Parliamentary Group has
also written directly to the
Home Secretary following
allegations of visa abuses.

Early Day Motions
(EDMs) are formal
motions submitted for
debate in the House of
Commons.  EDMs allow
MPs to draw attention to
an event or cause and
MPs can register their
support by signing

individual motions. On 19th August 2016
EDM 231 had been signed by 26 MP’s
but let us all raise this issue with our
MP! It’s quick and easy.

1. Log onto www.theyworkforyou.com
2. Enter your post code to identify your

MP
3. Click the link to message your MP and

ask them to sign EDM 231.

EDM 231
“…That this House is concerned
by ongoing job losses, alleged
visa abuses and low pay in the
offshore supply vessel (OSV)
sector which services the UK oil
and gas industry in the North Sea;
notes that the downturn in oil
prices since August 2014 has led
to over 1,000 job losses amongst
UK seafarers on OSVs, in many
cases being replaced by non-EEA
seafarers on rates of pay as low
as £2 per hour; is further
concerned that seafarer ratings
replaced by low-cost foreign
crews in the OSV sector will be
lost to the maritime industry;
believes that this practice puts UK
seafarers and the national
economy at an unfair
disadvantage, particularly in the
event of an increase in oil prices;
further notes that the number of
UK owned OSVs fell by 10 per
cent in the year to 31 December
2015; is concerned that a record
number of OSVs are currently laid
up in UK ports, in some cases
with non-EEA crew living on board
in contravention of transit visa
requirements and the Maritime
Labour Convention (MLC); and
calls on the Government to
enforce visa and employment law
and the MLC in the OSV sector as
a matter of urgency.”

RMT Parliamentary Group
Convener draws attention
to OSV sector problems
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Merchant Navy Day

Merchant Navy Day has been observed in the UK on 3rd September since 2000.
On this day we honour the brave men and women of the Merchant Navy who kept
our Island Nation afloat during both World Wars and the service given by members of
the Merchant Navy since then. It is also an opportunity to celebrate modern day
Merchant Seafarers and to highlight their vital contribution to the UK economy. Last
year the campaign to “Fly the Red Ensign” was started to remind UK citizens of these
facts, and over 200 flag-hoisting ceremonies took place throughout the country with
a number of RMT Shipping Branches participating.

Wherever you are in the World on this day, we recognise the work and dedication
shown by our RMT seafaring members, who can often be away from family and
friends for months at a time. This year we also mark the 50th Anniversary of the
National Union of Seaman (NUS) Strike of 1966. Not only do we remember past
struggles but we also recognise that the struggle continues on all fronts to secure a
future for UK Seafarers to include equal rights to employment, equality and
immigration law and the promotion of government funding for rating training and
apprenticeships.

Credit: Seafarers UK



DFDS/DOVER
Dover Shipping Branch have

requested the union provide legal advice
on the leave entitlement of members at
DFDS.  The outcome of this advice is still
ongoing and we will give an update in the
next issue. 

SERCO (PNTL)
Members at PNTL have accepted a pay

increase of 2% for 2016 and also 2017. If
inflation “takes off” in 2017 discussions
can be recommenced regarding the 2017
offer.

P&O CARNIVAL
CRUISES

P&O Carnival Cruises members have
accepted an offer of 2% with an extra 3
days leave per year.  Also, a commitment
has been made to enter talks regarding
increasing the family and friends travel
entitlement.

HOVERTRAVEL
Members at Hovertravel have agreed a

pay increase of 1.7% or £328 whichever is
greater effective 1st April 2016 after a
referendum ballot.  An additional 0.4%
will be awarded in October 2016 subject
to some conditions.  These being; the
positive implementation of new craft,
adherence to the uniform policy and
positive interaction with customers.

CITY CRUISES
City Cruises members – after a

referendum ballot – have voted to accept
the following three year pay increase. 
Year one 2.9% effective April 2016.  (0.5%
due to an overtime rate could not be
being agreed)
Year two – 2% effective April 2017
Year three – 2% effective April 2018

News from the NE (Sea)
So here it is, the 2nd issue of the eagerly awaited “The
Seafarer”.  We hope you enjoyed the first issue and that
you got a lot of relevant information from it.  All feedback
can be submitted at theseafarer@rmt.org.uk.  By all
accounts the first issue was well received and we hope
to build on it for many, many issues to come.  We would
like to thank everyone who has worked hard making the
publication happen.
As you would have read elsewhere in this issue the Union
is launching a “save our seafarers” campaign in line with
the 2015 AGM resolution by Glasgow Shipping Branch.  In
this campaign there will be an opportunity for all
members to get involved and we encourage members to
get involved.  The Campaign Organiser is Assistant
National Secretary Mark Carden and going forward we
will be using this publication to highlight issues that are
occurring in the maritime industry and where we
continue to pursue changes in legislation that will enable
to reverse the decline in seafarer’s jobs in the UK.
Paul Shaw, National Executive Committee Member
Maritime North (Scotland and Northern Ireland)
Tel: 07982 855044  E-mail: p.shaw@rmt.org.uk

Until the next 
issue ... cheerio!

NEC member Paul Shaw studying the
first ‘The Seafarer’ issue

Happening elsewhere ... Aberdeen Shipping Branch 
Meeting

Next meeting will be on 

Thursday 8th September 2016 
at 11am 

180 Crown Street, Aberdeen

All members welcome

Branch Chairperson: 
Tommy Causby

Branch Secretary: Scott Agnew

Aberdeenshipping@rmt.org.uk

07986 045959

Glasgow Shipping Branch

Glasgow Shipping Branch
committee would like to extend
their wishes to all members past

and present on Merchant Navy Day.

Branch Chairperson: Dan Henderson

Branch Secretary: Graham Wallace

Glasgowshipping@rmt.org.uk

07557 671481
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GET A HEAD START AT SEA

Get the quali� cations and con� dence you 
need to go further with our Maths@sea and 
Writing@sea online courses. Find out more:

education@ms-sc.org marine-society.org

Marine Society & Sea Cadets, a charity 
registered in England and Wales 313013 
and in Scotland SC037808

Recognised for continuing professional 
development by IMarEST and the 
Nautical Institute

quoting ‘RMT Learning Bursary’

               12:30

 



As all RFA members will know
after the suspension of an industrial
action ballot in early 2016 which
produced a massive mandate for
action, Union negotiators have been
involved with in-depth meetings
concerning massive proposed changes
to the way RFA want to function since
the voluntary early release scheme
(VERS) exercise culled 254 jobs from
the RFA service in 2012.

RMT advised RFA in 2012 that the
same delivery capability would not be
possible with 254 less personal in  the
system and the very admirable “can-do”
attitude of RFA personnel pre VERS to
deliver capability will have to disappear
under the proposed restructuring. As part
of the Conservative government’s
‘strategic defence security review’
(SDSR). The Ministry of defence (MOD)
recently announced that it will make
41,000 employees redundant in the
defence sector. This represents a 30%
Drop in staffing of the MOD by 2020.
RMT has closely monitored statements
from the MOD and especially for any
indication the government will seek to
privatise RFA. The RMT are seeking to
amend government legislation to prohibit
privatisation of the RFA. This is union
policy and RMT will resist in the strongest
possible actions any redundancy or
privatisation at RFA.

Live issues at the moment prove to
be very complicated and protracted in
negotiations. RMT negotiators Mark
Carden & Ian Boyle with other RFA
personnel have been dealing with the
continuous change in RFA commodores
and future development plan (FDP)
managers. RMT identified a clear
disconnect in communications between
RFA departments with the two previous
Commodores proving totally inadequate
in trying to introduce ‘career frameworks’
(banding), TSOCs, Rota appointing and
‘”The right people in the right places at
the right time” (Rob Dorey circular 2015).
This is where members have lost trust in
RFA management going back to
Commodore Bill Walworth and the trust
issue is still very relevant. The new RFA
Commodore has inherited a massive task
and RFA are ‘trying to fly a plane whilst
still building it’. However the new
Commodore has put his reputation on
the line and after meetings in London

and Whale Island stated he wants to work
with RFA/MTUs to seek an agreed way
forward. To do this he needs to
communicate to his Management board,
Heads of Specialisation, Commanding
officers and heads of department’s that
career framework’s need to be prioritised,
adhered to and show clear advancement
to structures built into the banding
systems in all departments. At these early
stages he has up to now fulfilled better
communications between those
managers. Captain David Eagles head of
RFA human resources is now directly
involved in administration of FDP and
Simon Jordan is the Commodores new
chief of staff tasked with more fluid
communications within RFA for delivery
and efficiency.

RMT negotiators have demanded that
ratings representatives are on all
influential boards and committees and
are happy to report ratings now have
positions on the RFA management board
and all department branch advisory group
(BAGs). Also a new ratings resource will
be added in the training cell, which will
identify more rapidly personnel who are
nearly ready for grade banding
advancement but are only missing a
mandatory course or two. CPO LS Ian
Parkin should take up this role in late
September.

RMT have gained financial
improvements in apprenticeship salaries
from £11,456 to £14,648 in the first year
and up from £12,557 to £15,138 in the
second year. In addition apprentice meals
will be paid for directly at training
establishments. 

LHAA have now all been offered
alternative positions after that position
being phased out. POSA duties have been
amended however after strong
representations from the union any
request by an LSO for office assistance
will not be to the detriment of their core
roll. RMT have secured a rewrite of LSDA
vessels JSP 767 (LSD(A) Handbook). EMF
Will now formally be advised and required
to embark with their own personal who
are TRAINED catering persons who will
work under the Chief Cook and CPO/PO
steward. The amount of trained EMF
catering personnel will increase on the
ratio of 50, 100, 150 etc EMF. RFA have
also agreed in principle to increase some
personal in some departments. RFA have

agreed to a review which will look at all
grades across the flotilla in relation to
TSOC numbers.

Stewards new working routines have
been agreed after protracted negotiations,
when the direction from COMFRA goes to
CO’s the RMT will be copied in on this
giving us ammunition to follow up
members concerns. Stewards will now
start weapons training again to provide
better delineation between the banding
and back up support for X department.
However stewards will not be allocated to
weapons on joining and will only be
responsible for weapons in emergency
circumstances. RFA cooks working hours
have been under review and after feedback
was collated the review was seen to be
inconclusive by RFA management. LSO
Ian Goodchild will now be dispatched to
RFA vessels to monitor and assess cooks
hours and routines. RMT advise all cooks
to contribute when LSO Goodchild visits
the ships. The RFA convenor and chief
cooks will also be involved.

There will be an RFA quarterly
meeting on September 8th 2016 followed
by a future development plan meeting
which RMT are viewing as a benchmark
for RFA progress with FDP. We want to
see better communications between RFA
Departments. At this meeting we will also
be advised on how the RFA suggested
‘bulging process’ has developed. The
‘bulging process should see significant
advancement in banding in all
departments from C to B and B to A. RMT
are involved in this process.

The Conservative government has
attacked Ian Boyles position as full-time
union convenor and he now has to split
his role 50/50 between apprenticeships
and industrial matters. There has also
been an attack by this Conservative
government on ‘Paybill deduction’ which
is paying your union dues direct from
your wages. This facility has been taken
away and currently there are 127 former
paybill deduction members who have
fallen out of a membership because of no
union deductions coming directly from
the wages. We have written to those
members individually but would remind
all people who think they are members to
check the payslips for union
subscriptions and if this is not on their
payslips please set up a DIRECT
DEBIT ASAP. (Contact 0800 3763706 or
www.rmt.org.uk)

There has never been a
more crucial time to be a
RMT UNION MEMBER.
RMT is your only voice.

RFA Update on Future
Development Plan
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RMT members and others
took the Wood Group dispute
campaign to Shell offices in
Canary Wharf on the first day
of strike action (July 26th)
taken by RMT and Unite
members. Our members are
saying enough is enough to
cuts in terms and conditions
that are continuous and
savage.  To date members
have taken a total of 4 days of
strike action, action is
currently suspended at going
to press to enable
constructive talks to take
place.  You can follow this
campaign on twitter
@3in3isnotforme or follow
James Furie on Facebook.

Wood Group Troops
get FURIEous
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Seafarers Bursary Scheme (2016) 
 

Thinking of lifelong learning? 
Want to progress your career? 
We can help with a Bursary up to £500 (subject to conditions) 
 
The RMT Learning Seafarers Bursary Scheme is available to all current  RMT seafaring 
members, ex seafarers and retired seafarers.  It can help with a variety of courses ,  
either through local colleges, the marine society or open university. 
 
Contact your local Union Learning rep, Shipping Branch Secretary or Paul Shaw at 
p.shaw@rmt.org.uk Tel; 0207 529 8813 for more information or visit our website 
www.rmt.org.uk/learning 



Twelve months ago the Maritime
Union of Australia organised a
demonstration outside of Macquarie Bank
HQ in Sydney to show solidarity with
RMT Southampton Shipping Branch’s
campaign to highlight Condor Ferries
(Ships of Shame) neo-liberal employment
practices which discriminate against UK
seafarers and additionally supporting an
ITF fight to stop union busting and poor
treatment of workers in the Port of
Gdansk (DCT), Poland.  Condor & DCT
are owned by Macquarie Bank an
Australian financial services and asset
management company an organisation
hell bent on exploiting workers and
communities wherever they operate. 

In the subsequent 12 months in
Australia trade unionists there have seen
neo-liberal forces focusing on attacking
workers in all areas of health, teaching
manufacturing, construction, ship
building and maritime sectors anywhere
that unions have made gains. The
employers are out to claw back and

destroy working class solidarity aided and
abetted in their schemes  by their
lickspittles the present National Liberal
Party government. It is a scenario we in
the RMT know too well.

Since the Macquarie Bank demo last
year, MUA members have been target by
trans- national corporations & shipping
interests whether on the docks or the
ships, six Australian crew vessels have
been replaced by “Flag of Convenience”
(FOC) ships recently and numerous jobs
lost in the offshore industry in the guise
of the “oil price” slump. However the MUA
are not standing idly by bemoaning their
lot in life. They are on the offensive by
galvanising the membership, other
unions and communities to fight back
against the onslaught of right wing
employment policies and anti-working
class legislation. One strategy in this war
is the Australian Jobs Embassy outside the
Parliament in Canberra an embarrassing
reminder to the Turnbull regime of their
betrayal of ordinary people and a focal

point for trade unions & Labour political
opposition.  MUA national official Michelle
Myers and MUA Newcastle Deputy Branch
Secretary Dennis Outram invited me to go
along and represent RMT & Southampton
Shipping also to share with the brothers,
sisters & comrades there the experiences
of UK workers in a deregulated work place
and the demise of decent terms &
conditions in the UK shipping & offshore
industry due to successive governments
and EU inaction and apathy to towards
the plight of working class communities
being destabilised by social dumping and
a race to the bottom in wages. It was
inspiring to meet with the MUA members
who fought to save their jobs on the MV
Portland and witness a cross section of
Australian society whether supporting the
cause or finding why the MUA were
demonstrating for fair treatment of
Australian workers. 

The MUA has always been at the
forefront of international solidarity
whether standing against the racist
apartheid regime in South Africa,
opposition to the Vietnam War or
supporting workers globally as a major
participant in the ITF. In Canberra I was
wearing tee shirt with the motto “Stop
the War on the Working class” a comrade
remind me that it will never end and he is
right. That is why RMT should stand
shoulder to shoulder with our brothers &
sisters down under and donate to the
MUA fighting fund. 

MUA support
from Down Under
from Mick Stubbs, Chairman RMT Southampton shipping
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Gone but not forgotten

General Secretary Mick Cash, National Secreatry Steve Todd, President Sean Hoyle,
the NEC and all at RMT would like to offer deepest condolences at the passing of Henry
Santamera. Henry died, aged 69 in Holland early August 2016. The funeral was held in
Liverpool on 24th August. Henry Santamera was the Felixstowe Port Committee
Chairman in the early 1980’s and the photo was taken after a successful strike over pay in
the Summer of 1983. Rest in Peace Henry.

The picture was first published in ‘The Seaman’. Henry is furtherst right in the front row.

RMT National Secretary
Steve Todd is pictured,
speaking at the AGM in
Cardiff. But what is he
saying? Answers via
email to:
theseafarer@rmt.org.uk

What is Toddy saying?

Photo: Ivor Riddell

– Competition –

?

HOLYHEAD SHIPPING BRANCH
are pleased to announce the
appointment of Bro
Dewi Humphreys as
the Young Members
Officer for the
Branch. 

Bro Humphreys is
employed by Stena
Line as a member of
the Onboard Services
Department and has
been an active member since joining the
RMT, attending shipboard and Branch
meetings and assisting with Branch
Organising. 

“Participation of our young seafaring
members is crucial to building the future
of both the RMT and of our Shipping
Industry. It is incumbent upon us all to
encourage and mentor young shipping
grade members to become future
representatives, branch officials and
officers” said Holyhead Shipping Branch
Secretary, Karlson Lingwood. 

New Young
Members Officer
at Holyhead

PRIZE FOR BESTRESPONSE (keep them clean)submitted by 31stOctober 2016.



Overstretched? Aching joints?
Are you su� ering from... muscular or joint pains? neck 
or back pains? tears, sprains or strains? whiplash?

With fast, free physiotherapy advice and treatment, 
we’ll get you back to full strength.

• No need to su� er - take action now!

•  Call the Connect PhysioLine for fast, free physiotherapy advice
and treatment

• Available to anyone working in the merchant navy and resident in the UK

For more information call

0191 247 5000
 Funded by the Seafarers Hospital Society (Registered Charity 
No: 231724) and provided by Connect Physical Health Ltd.
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